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Syllabus for Entrance Test for Admission to Ph.D. Course (Main Subject Commerce)
Syllabus for Entrance Test for Admission to Ph.D. Course (Main Subject Commerce) Paper-I Subject related paper (Objective) Note: 50 objective type questions to be attempted. Each question carries two marks.

MANGALORE UNIVERSITY MASTERS DEGREE COURSE IN SOCIAL WORK (MSW)
MANGALE UNIVERSITY MASTERS DEGREE COURSE IN SOCL WK (MSW) I Semester: s SWS 0: Social work Pression History & Philosophy 0 SWS 02: Working with Individuals & Families 0 SWS 0: Working with Groups 0 SWS

Capacity Building, NGOs, and Healthcare Delivery ASIA 3010 (3 Credits / 45 class hours)
Capacity Building, NGOs, and Healthcare Delivery ASIA 3010 (3 Credits / 45 class hours) SIT Study Abroad Program: India: Public Health, Policy Advocacy, and Community PLEASE NOTE: This syllabus represents

VOLUNTARY HEALTH INSURANCE FOR RURAL INDIA* GYAN SINGH** ABSTRACT
Health and Population - Perspectives and Issues 24(2): 80-87, 2001 VOLUNTARY HEALTH INSURANCE FOR RURAL INDIA* GYAN SINGH** ABSTRACT The rural poor suffer from illness are mainly utilising costly health

M. Sc. Epidemiology. Recognised Bachelor s Degree in any branch of Health sciences by respective councils.
M. Sc. Epidemiology Preamble: Epidemiology is very valuable in all branches of Health Sciences. Knowledge of epidemiology in live sciences like Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing, Physiotherapy etc. can be imparted

MADRAS CHRISTIAN COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS) DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WORK (SFS) TAMBARAM CHENNAI 59 PHONE : 22396324
MADRAS CHRISTIAN COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS) DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WORK (SFS) TAMBARAM CHENNAI 59 PHONE : 22396324 DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WORK SELF FINANCED STREAM MADRAS CHRISTIAN COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS) Course Structure

Internal Migration and Regional Disparities in India
Internal Migration and Regional Disparities in India

Introduction

Internal migration is now recognized as an important factor in influencing social and economic development, especially in developing countries.

SYLLABUS FOR RECRUITMENT TEST FOR THE POST OF ASSISTANT TOWN PLANNER (GROUP-A) IN TOWN & COUNTRY PLANNING DEPARTMENT, HARYANA

1. MATERIALS AND PRINCIPLES OF CONSTRUCTION:- Site Development and Layouts,

Shivaji University, Kolhapur Revised Syllabus for Course Work of M.Phil / Ph.D. Programme

1. Title: Subject: Social Work Optional / Compulsory under the faculty of Social Science

PhD Program in Nursing

GENERAL OBJECTIVE. Specific objectives:

The major purpose of this PhD program is to prepare PhD nursing scholars with expertise in selected substantive areas, where nurse scientists will contribute to

Subject Description Form

Subject Code Subject Title APSS409 Health Policy and Administration Credit Value 3 Level 4 Pre-requisite / Co-requisite/ Exclusion Pre-requisite: APSS451 Social Policy Assessment

Post Graduate Diploma in Human Resource and Management

Rationale The role of Human Resource has changed greatly since medieval times when the major motivational factions were basic human necessities and

PRESIDENCY UNIVERSITY CORE MODULE SYLLABUS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE COURSES OF ALL BRANCHES OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Unit 1 : Multidisciplinary nature of environmental studies Definition,
REVIEW ARTICLE Masters of public health education in India: Current scenario and future prospect Authors: Sagar D Meghe, Quazi Syed Zahiruddin, Abhay Gaidhane and Prakash B Behere Corresponding author:

IJEMR May 2013-Vol 3 Issue 5 - Online - ISSN 2249 2585 - Print - ISSN 2249-8672. HR Practices in Banking A Review. *Dr.K.

HR Practices in Banking A Review Introduction *Dr.K.Nageswara Rao *Principal, Priyadarshini P.G.Centre, Nellore, Nellore Dt. (A.P.) Banking is a service industry which delivers its services across the

Faculty Details proforma for DU Web-site
Faculty Details proforma for DU Web-site Title Prof. Anand Prakash Photograph Designation PROFESSOR, and Dean, International Relations (Humanities and Arts) Department Psychology Address (Campus) Department

Introduction. Definition of Women Entrepreneurs
International Journal of Humanities & Social Science Studies (IJHSSS) A Peer-Reviewed Bi-monthly Bi-lingual Research Journal ISSN: 2349-6959 (Online), ISSN: 2349-6711 (Print) Volume-II, Issue-II, September

APPENDIX I POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT LAW ( PGDHRDL )

APPENDIX I POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT LAW ( PGDHRDL ) Sr. No. Name of the Paper No. of Credits Max. Marks Min. Marks 1 Human Resources Development. 4 Theory 80 2. Organisational

Semester II MSW- SII- 07 CHILD AND WOMEN DEVELOPMENT. Week 1: Introduction to the course (positioning the course in the context of social work)

DEM PRINCIPLES OF EVENT MANAGEMENT EM 011 Unit I. EVENT PLANNING & TEAM MANAGEMENT Unit I

EVENT MANAGEMENT COURSES SYLLABUS > DEM > PGDEM > B.EM. > M.EM. Aims To give formal instructions and training to students to be future managers of the Event Industry. So that, they technical proficiency

SYLLABUS M.A. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION : I SEMESTER
SYLLABUS M.A. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION : I SEMESTER PAPER I: INDIAN POLITICAL SYSTEM (Common for both Politics and Public Administration) (w.e.f. 2002-03 admitted batch) Unit I 1. Significance of the Indian

Students Perception About Management Education in India and USA

MPRA Munich Personal RePEc Archive Students Perception About Management Education in India and USA Bhavna R. Shetty and Rajashree Gujarathi Shri. S. P. Kothari & Smt. G. S. Kothari Institute of Computer

Fifth Semester. The objective of this course is to explain the students fundamentals principles

Fifth Semester B.B.AH-501 MARKETING MANAGEMENT s : The objective of this course is to explain the students fundamentals principles and practices of marketing as well as create awareness about other inter


Awareness of Health Insurance in Andhra Pradesh


CH. CHARAN SINGH UNIVERSITY, MEERUT DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY CERTIFICATE

CH. CHARAN SINGH UNIVERSITY, MEERUT DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY CERTIFICATE Certified that the Ph.D. thesis entitled, “Daily Migrant Wage Labourers in Meerut: A Sociological Study” submitted by Mr. Kamal Kant

Health Insurance Policy Holders Perception towards Public Sector Health Insurers in Erode District Of Tamil Nadu

Health Insurance Policy Holders Perception towards Public Sector Health Insurers in Erode District Of Tamil Nadu P.Saravana Kumar, Assistant Professor & Head, Dept. of M.Com(CA), Sri Vasavi College(SF),Erode.

A Study of Working Capital Management of Cement Industries in India
A Study of Working Capital Management of Cement Industries

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY NEWARK. Sociology of Urban Education
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY NEWARK Sociology of Urban Education Spring 2013: 26-977-612-01 Tuesday 2:30-5:10 PM
Office Hours: Tues 1-2 PM (Ph) 973-353-5130 Jamie Lew, Ph.D. Department of Sociology Office: Hill

EDUCATION 2003-2008 Ph.D. in Health Policy and Medical Sociology Harvard University, Cambridge MA
JESSICA NICHOLE MITTLER Pennsylvania State University Department of Health Policy and Administration 604 Ford Building University Park, PA 16803 (t) 814-863-8041 email: jnm14@psu.edu EDUCATION 2003-2008

HEALTH AND MEDICAL CARE FOR NURSE LEADERS. FALL 08 COURSE SYLLABUS
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY ROBERT F. WAGNER GRADUATE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC SERVICE P11.1830.004 HEALTH AND MEDICAL CARE FOR NURSE LEADERS. FALL 08 Prof. Victor G. Rodwin victor.rodwin@nyu.edu Puck Bld. 2 nd Fl Wagner/NYU,

Department of Psychology Punjabi University Patiala, India (+91) 98760-87177 nderpreet.sept@gmail.com
INDERPREET SANDHU Department of Psychology Punjabi University Patiala, India (+91) 98760-87177 nderpreet.sept@gmail.com Office Address : Department of Psychology, Arts Block-2, Punjabi University, Patiala,

Degree Programme in International Business Management (Masters Degree)
Page 1 of 17 Degree Programme in International Business Management (Masters Degree) Courses Case Study Research Code: MGT2LG001 Timing: 1st semester Level: Core studies Type: Compulsory Upon successful

CHAPTER 5 HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AT UNION AND STATE LEVEL
CHAPTER 5 HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AT UNION AND STATE LEVEL 212 CHAPTER 5 HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AT UNION AND STATE LEVEL Outline of the chapter 1 Health administration at union level and state level 1.1 Health

MARTHA FINNEMORE. CURRENT POSITION University Professor of Political Science and International Affairs George Washington University
**Master of Hospital Administration (MHA) Syllabus**

Master of Hospital Administration (MHA) Syllabus Paper I Principles and Practice of Hospital Management and Administration Principles and practice of Management; Functions of Management; Management Techniques

---

**Centre for Studies in Science Policy School of Social Sciences**

Course Title Course no. Faculty In charge Mode of Instruction Credit 3 Mode of Evaluation

Centre for Studies in Science Policy School of Social Sciences Optional course (undergraduate level) (Winter semester):

---

**9. PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR PARTNERSHIP IN HEALTH CARE**

**9. PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR PARTNERSHIP IN HEALTH CARE**

* Rita Leavell

Public private partnership can be designed to work at primary, secondary and tertiary levels. The range of private-public partnership

---

**Faculty Details proforma for DU Web-site**

Faculty Details proforma for DU Web-site

Title Dr. Designation Address

First Name Sanjoy Last Name Roy

Associate Professor Department of Social Work, 3-University Road, University of Delhi, Delhi-110007

---

**Academic Year: 2007-08**

Veer Narmad South Gujarat University, Surat. Post Graduate Certificate Course in Rural Marketing Management External Professional Programme Prospectus

Academic Year: 2007-08 Mahatma Gandhi Department of

---

**PRIVATE HEALTH SECTOR IN INDIA. Review and Annotated Bibliography.**

Sunil Nandraj V. R. Muraleedharan Rama V. Baru Imrana Qadeer Ritu Priya

PRIVATE HEALTH SECTOR IN INDIA Review and Annotated Bibliography Sunil Nandraj V. R. Muraleedharan Rama V. Baru Imrana Qadeer Ritu Priya

February, 2001 Centre for Enquiry into Health and Allied Themes

---

**9 11 October 2012 Hyatt Regency Hotel, Mumbai, India. Investment and development opportunities for operators, developers, government and investors**
An Innovative MPH Program in Southern India: Lessons, Challenges and Next Steps
An Innovative MPH Program in Southern India: Lessons, Challenges and Next Steps Richard Cash, MD, MPH
Professor, School of Public Health Harvard University Adjunct Professor, BRAC University Dhaka, Bangladesh

Need of Rural Development in India for Nation Building
Need of Rural Development in India for Nation Building Abhishek Chauhan Abstract There are no universally accepted approaches to rural development. It is a choice influenced by time, space and culture.

A development of Healthy Ageing City Model. Duangkamol Poonual Ph.D. candidate Faculty of Social Sciences Naresuan University Thailand
A development of Healthy Ageing City Model Duangkamol Poonual Ph.D. candidate Faculty of Social Sciences Naresuan University Thailand Abstract Today, the elders who age over 60 years are increased in every

essays CONSEQUENCES OF UNEQUAL URBANIZATION ON DEVELOPMENT The One-stop Portal for Social Scientists
essays Maharashtra series: 2 13th November, 2014 CONSEQUENCES OF UNEQUAL URBANIZATION ON DEVELOPMENT The One-stop Portal for Social Scientists Consequences of Unequal Urbanization on Development 1 Poverty

SNAPSHOT. Doctor of Philosophy (2001) in Social Psychology of Education from Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India.

Masters in Transnational, Global and Spatial History
Masters in Transnational, Global and Spatial History Programme Coordinator: Dr Konrad Lawson Taught Element: 40 credits: MOS5151 and MOS5152 40 credits: MOS5161 OR (with the permission of the programme coordinator)

CORE COURSE II PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
21 CORE COURSE II PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES: - At the end of the course, the student-teachers will be able to acquire the knowledge of the nature and scope of Educational

Ethnic Minorities, Refugees and Migrant Communities: physical activity and health
Ethnic Minorities, Refugees and Migrant Communities: physical activity and health July 2007 Introduction This briefing paper was put together by Sporting Equals. Sporting Equals exists to address racial

M.A. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
M.A. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION Duration of the programme: It is a Two year post-graduate programme in Public Administration Eligibility for Admission: Graduate in any discipline from a recognized university

HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING IN FAITH BASED HOSPITALS IN KENYA
HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING IN FAITH BASED HOSPITALS IN KENYA By Stephen N.M Nzuve and Doris Chepkurui Mwarey School of Business, University of Nairobi. Abstract Human resource planning is an important aspect

A study on Awareness of Health Insurance among people with special reference to Rajasthan (India)
A study on Awareness of Health Insurance among people with special reference to Rajasthan (India) Sonal Kala Research Scholar Department of Accountancy & Business Statistics University of Rajasthan, Jaipur

Comparative Social Policy
Comparative Social Policy Developed by teachers Igor Guardiancich, University of Southern Denmark Page 1 of 5 Introduction This core module aims to provide theoretical basis of welfare state analysis,

CERTIFICATE IN EVENT MANAGEMENT (CEM) COURSE CURRICULUM AND REGULATIONS
GOVERNMENT OF PUDUCHERRY TAGORE ARTS COLLEGE PUDUCHERRY 8 CERTIFICATE IN EVENT MANAGEMENT (CEM) COURSE CURRICULUM AND REGULATIONS CAREER ORIENTED COURSE SPONSORED BY UGC 2010-2011 CONTENT TEACHING HOURS

Economics 4259: Economics of Health Services Grading and Assignments
Department of Economics York University Spring, 2008 Paul Rilstone 1032 Vari Hall Economics 4259: Economics of Health Services Grading and Assignments Grading: The final grade for 4259 will be based on
Charlotte Chang, DrPH, MPH
Charlotte Chang, DrPH, MPH 2123 West Street, Berkeley, CA 94702 510-333-0089 cychang@berkeley.edu
EDUCATION 2006 2010 DrPH University of California, Berkeley School of Public Health, Berkeley, CA Evaluation

UNIVERSITY OF DELHI FOUR YEAR UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMME. (Courses effective from Academic Year 2013 14) SYLLABUS OF COURSES TO BE OFFERED
UNIVERSITY OF DELHI FOUR YEAR UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMME (Courses effective from Academic Year 2013 14)
SYLLABUS OF COURSES TO BE OFFERED Foundation Course: Business, Entrepreneurship, and Management Note:

Course I State, Society and Public Administration
M.A. I YEAR - SYLLABUS Course I State, Society and Public Administration BLOCK I Nature of State Unit 1 : Nature of State Unit 2 : Changing nature of Indian State Unit 3 : Relationship among the State,

COCHIN UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
COCHIN UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY SCHEME OF STUDY FOR MBA (TRAVEL AND TOURISM) PROGRAMME FOURTH SEMESTER Course code Paper C/E Credits Internal Marks U/E* Marks Total Marks SMT 2401 Business

Job Satisfaction of Teachers in Government Degree Colleges: A Study in Agartala City of Tripura Volume 8 issue 6 December 2015 Job Satisfaction of Teachers in Government Degree Colleges: A Study in Agartala City of Tripura Dr. Kingshuk Adhikari Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce Assam University,

3. Place of working: PG department of Education, Bangalore University, Bangalore.
Dr H.R. JAYAMMA. MA, Med, MPhil, PhD. BIO - DATA 1. Name and Address: Dr. H.R. JAYAMMA.No. 56/4, Kshema Nilaya, 2 nd Main, Binny Layout 3 rd Stage, Chandra Layout, Vijayanagar 2 nd Stage, Bangalore 560

SAURASHTRA UNIVERSITY MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY IN ACCOUNTING & FINANCE (UNDER THE FACULTY OF COMMERCE)
SAURASHTRA UNIVERSITY MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY IN ACCOUNTING & FINANCE (UNDER THE FACULTY OF COMMERCE) O.M.PHIL(COM.A & F) : 1 1. The Master of Philosophy in ACCOUNTING & FINANCE Degree shall be considered

Category IIIA (Refereed Journals) Sl.No School of Education(Department of Adult and Continuing Education, NEHU, Shillong)
Department of Adult and Continuing Education (School of Education) Journals /Periodicals & Publications Related to the Department of Adult and Continuing Education, NEHU, Shillong Category IIIA (Refereed

Category in Major Prog. : Free elective; Elective - CSIP, Behavioural Science, Sociology Discipline Concentration
Course Title : Industrial and Organizational Psychology Course Code : SOC325 Recommended Study year : 2 or 3 No. of Credits/Semester : 3 Mode of Tuition : Non-sectional Approach Teaching Hours : 3 Hours

The UK National Health Service in evolution. Sir Jonathan Michael Chief Executive Oxford Radcliffe Hospitals NHS Trust
The UK National Health Service in evolution Sir Jonathan Michael Chief Executive Oxford Radcliffe Hospitals NHS Trust Background of the NHS Established on 5 th July 1948 by post-war Labour government.

School of Community and Health Sciences RN/BSc (Hons) Nursing 2009 Curriculum Research Theme Module Handbook Literature Review Project (Nursing) NM3733 September 2008 cohort Year 3 (September 2010 August

An International Referred and Peer Reviewed www.darpanonline.org/girt ISSN 2347 8861 Online Research Journal
A study of job stress of secondary school physical education teachers in relation to their gender and type of schools * Virender Kumar D.P.Ed., M.P.Ed., M.Phil. and NET (Phy. Edu.) Qualified, V.P.O. Charkhi

The Engagement of the Raising the Spirit Mental Wellness Team with First Nations Communities in the Manitoulin, North Shore and Bemwiijaang Tribal
The Engagement of the Raising the Spirit Mental Wellness Team with First Nations Communities in the Manitoulin, North Shore and Bemwiijaang Tribal Council Areas Susan Manitowabi November 2015 Setting the
Meg Elizabeth Rithmire Morgan Hall 262, Soldiers Field Boston MA 02163 617 495 1097 mrithmire@hbs.edu


How To Get A Career Counselling Degree
Post Graduate Diploma in Career Guidance and Counselling Programme Designed by Ms Salma Prabhu Clinical Psychologist, Therapist & Career Counsellor Academy for Counseling & Education Pvt. Ltd. F-1/A-5,

REGULATIONS AND SYLLABUS FOR POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN URBAN FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND MANAGEMENT. Offered by BHARATHIAR UNIVERSITY, COIMBATORE

HEALTH TRANSITION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH IN SRI LANKA LESSONS OF THE PAST AND EMERGING ISSUES
Dr. Godfrey Gunatilleke, Sri Lanka How the Presentation is Organized An Overview of the Health Transition in Sri

Rhode Island Slavery and the University Jennifer Betts, University Archivist, Brown University Society of American Archivists, NOLA 2013

Dr. Steve Burghardt Silberman School of Social Work at Hunter College 2081 Third Avenue New York, N.Y. 10035 212-396-7524 sburghardt@hunter.cuny.edu
Education Lafayette College, B.A. with distinction University

SERVICE QUALITY DIMENSION COMPARISON BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES
A STUDY ON CUSTOMER PERCEPTIONS AND SATISFACTION TOWARDS HOME LOANS IN NAMAKKAL

Dr. M. NALLUSAMY, Associate Professor, Department of Commerce, Kandasamy Kandar's College, Paramathi Velur (Tk), Namakkal

Privatisation of Health Care in India: A Comparative Analysis of Orissa, Karnataka and Maharashtra States

Rama Vaidyanathan Baru, Series Editors: Aasha Kapur Mehta, Pradeep Sharma, Sujata Singh, R.K. Tiwari

Prevalence and Factors Affecting the Utilisation of Health Insurance among Families of Rural Karnataka, India

B. Ramakrishna Goud

Curriculum Vitae Eric C.C. Chang

December 2010 1 Curriculum Vitae Eric C.C. Chang, Department of Political Science, Michigan State University, 313 South Kedzie Hall, East Lansing, MI 48824. Phone: (517) 432-2047 Email: echang@msu.edu

The Marriage Squeeze Interpretation of Dowry Inflation - Response


Chaitali Roy. drchaitali_pal@yahoo.co.in. Phone (O) +91-011-24697082, 2778346
Name: Chaitali Roy  
Designation: Assistant Director  
Education: Ph.D. (Public Administration)  

Department of Political Science, BBAU. M.A Second Semester. Course Name: Public Administration. Course Code: PS 204
Department of Political Science, BBAU M.A Second Semester Course Name: Public Administration Course Code: PS 204 Course Teacher: Mr. Siddhartha Mukerji e.mail: butku9@gmail.com Course description Public

MASTER SYLLABUS SW 7720 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY IN THE UNITED STATES
MASTER SYLLABUS SW 7720 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY IN THE UNITED STATES
I. COURSE DOMAIN AND BOUNDARY This course introduces students to the concepts, history and development of social welfare,

Factors Affecting Buying Behavior of Consumers in Unauthorized Colonies for FMCG Products

RESUME
-Name: Dr. Vijay Kumar Gupta
-Academic Qualifications (Post Graduation Onwards)

Shing-Yi Wang Department of Business Economics and Public Policy Phone: 215-898-7652 Wharton School Fax: 215-898-7635 University of Pennsylvania was@wharton.upenn.edu 3620 Locust Walk Philadelphia, PA

Dr. Abhay Kumar Shrivastava Date of Birth: 01-01-1963 aks0121@rediffmail.com abhays@hipa.in
Dr. Abhay Kumar Shrivastava Date of Birth: 01-01-1963 aks0121@rediffmail.com abhays@hipa.in Educational Qualification Ph.D. (Sociology), 1994 M.A. (Sociology) Professional Experience 21 Years including

Education (All Degrees obtained, University / Institution, Year of graduation)
This book examines the macro and micro-prudential regulatory frameworks and systems of the United Kingdom, Australia, the United States, Canada and Germany. Drawing on the regulator frameworks of these regions, this book examines the central banks' roles of crisis management, resolution and prudential regulation. ...more. Alison Lui compares the institutional structure of the new 'twin-peaks' model in the UK to the Australian model, and the multi-regulatory US model and the single regulatory Canadian model. The book also discusses the extent the central bank in these...